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Flash beauty
has arrived 

for the woman
always 

on the go

black 
elegance
daintiness 
minimalism

yellow 
positivity

energy
speed
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Flash Beauty Concept Line

A woman wants her hair to be always perfect but has no time to set it nicely or 
give it a super shiny finish. So Nyce created a new product line able to meet 
all the beauty and practical needs of the modern woman.

Convenience and speed
immediate use: can be used at any 
time, at the office, gym or pool.  

immediate result: to have an 
instant perfect finish, without 
wait.  

a few products with multiple 
performance features: to reduce 
“the weight” of beauty products 
when travelling.

Formulations
advanced technological formulation 
combined with selected ingredients 
such as organic oils, rich in 
anti-ageing micro-nutrients, 
ensuring advanced performance.

Less is more
an eco friendly formulation that 
respects the hair fibre with 
4 less:
 
paraben free
EDTA free
PEG free
without added salts

dermatologically tested and 
nickel tested products.

Sensory experience
a product that becomes an 
experience thanks to warm and 
enveloping olfactory hints that 
accompany those who use flash 
beauty products throughout the 
day.
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pack 150 ml

Flash Instant Mask
to change your appearance instantly

Flash Beauty Instant Mask is the new instant spray mask by Nyce for perfect 
hair instantly. Flash Beauty Instant Mask is like carrying your hair stylist 
in your bag. 

10 immediates benefits
1) Quick to use
2) Offers instant shine
3)  Heat protection frome heat 

sources
4)  straightener that slides 

easily and quickly
5) Repairs damaged hair
6) Hair colour protection
7) Anti-frizz control
8) Facilitates detangling
9) easier hairstyle
10) prevents split ends

how to use
on hair that is washed and patted dry: 
to treat dry, damaged and dull hair.

on dry hair:
to enhance your hairstyle, to add 
body, volume, a touch of shine and 
softness and to control your hair.

do not rinse.
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pack 75 ml

Flash Instant Golden Oil
for more intense beauty

To create intensive beauty, Nyce also created Flash Beauty Instant Golden Oil.

5 absolute advantages
1) immediate ultra shine  
   reflecting effect
2) restructuring effect for  
   worn out and frizzy hair
3) quick application
4) anti-frizz control
5) perfect colour intensification

how to use
apply to damp or dry hair 
for a finishing touch.

BIO Sesame oil
An oil with strong moisturising and 

nourishing properties with 
an excellent antioxidant effect. 
Ideal for dry and dehydrated hair, 
providing excellent nourishment 

reserve and intense shine.

Sasha Inchi oil
It is an excellent restorative 

product for dry hair. 
Has moisturising, softening, 
nourishing and antioxidant 

properties and restores hair after 
sun exposure.
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Flash Beauty
to change your 
appearance 
instantly
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